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What’s in the box?

Of  course, we’ll probably never know. And that’s ne. 

People are entitled to their privacy. Privacy is something else 

hotels have a lot of. Besides, there’s something sinister about 

this man, something threatening that makes me not want to want

know, to be honest. I’ll be quite happy once he’s up in his room, 

doing whatever dark and secret things he�s come here to do, 

far away from me. He takes his key and steps away from the 

reception desk . . .

. . . and starts walking in my direction!

I sit up and adjust my cap.

“May I help you, sir?” I say as the man in the overlong coat 

stops before the desk of  my little cubbyhole. I look up and see 

nothing but darkness in that drooping hood. My cap starts to 

slip down the back of  my head, so I straighten it.

“Herbert Lemon.” A voice comes from inside the hood, and 

I inch. There’s an unnatural edge to that voice that makes my 

skin crawl.

“Th-that’s right, sir,” I reply. “I’m Herbie Lemon, Lost-and-

Founder at the Grand Nautilus Hotel, at your service. Have you 

lost something?”

There�s a sudden KER-KER-BOOM as a clap of  thunder OM

gallops around the town outside. The ash of  lightning that 



rides with it only serves to highlight the darkness in the man’s 

hood. The wind ings rain against the windowpanes, and the 

hotel lamps icker.

The man remains motionless, dripping rainwater on my 

counter.

“Um-umbrella, perhaps?” I suggest.

I glance at the metal-bound box in the man’s hand. There’s 

barely room for a change of  underpants in a thing like that.

“Or luggage, maybe?”

My voice is almost a squeak now.

The man leans in, his hood nearly closing over my head. My 

nostrils ll with the stink of  wet coat and shy breath.
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“Do not ask what I have lost, Herbert Lemon,” comes the 

man�s voice, sounding as if  each word is made with a great deal 

of  effort. “Ask what I have found.”

And that�s when there�s another crash of  thunder and the 

hotel�s lights go out.

Now, I know what you’re thinking. Yes, you — sitting there 

safe at home, staring into your book with bugged-out eyes, wait-

ing for something horrible to happen to me. You’re thinking that 

I�m going to freak out now. And I admit, I am considering it. 

But you don’t get to be Lost-and-Founder at the Grand Nautilus 

Hotel without learning how to be a professional. So, OK, yes, 

maybe I’m not the bravest mouse in the basket, but I am in my

place, behind my polished desk, master of  my own little world my

of  lost property and shiny buttons. And so that’s why, when 

the lights come back on again, I’m still sitting exactly where I 

was, clutching my Lost-and-Founder’s cap with both hands and 

blinking at empty space.

Because, of  course, the man with the deep hood has gone.
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“You were just handing something in?” I ask the empty space 

where the man had been standing. “Why did you have to be so 

creepy about it?”

I lean out of  my cubbyhole and see a trail of  rainwater lead-

ing to the main staircase. If  I wanted to, I could follow it and 

nd out which room Deep Hood’s staying in.

If I wanted to.If

And the thing on my desk? Well, see for yourself.

It�s a shell.

A strange, spiky shell — pearly white and spiraling around 

itself  until it ends in a point. The small spikes, which are slightly 

curved, run up this spiral at regular intervals. I pick up the shell 

and peer into the trumpet end (it�s one of  those sorts of  shells). 

It seems heavier than it should be, and it gives a clear metallic 

tinkle when I shake it. There�s a small hole in one side, rimmed 

with brass. Is there something inside? Cautiously, I put the shell 

to my ear.

“I can hear the sea,” I say to myself  with a nervous chuckle 

of  relief. “That means it’s empty, right?”

“Or your head is,” says an annoying voice, and I nearly drop 

the shell in surprise. From behind a large potted fern near my 

cubbyhole steps Mr. Mollusc, the hotel manager. He takes the 

shell from me.

“Shiny thing.” His eyes light up. “Probably worth quite a bit. 
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What are you doing with something like this, Lemon?”

“It was handed in, sir,” I say. “By that new guest.”

At this, old Mollusc’s horrible mustache bristles, and he 

almost throws the shell back to me.

“You spoke to him?” he says, nodding fearfully at the stairs. 

“He spoke to you?”

I shrug and hope that�s answer enough.

Mollusc runs his ngers through his thinning hair.

“Why do we always get the strangest ones?” he asks, though 

mostly to himself.

I shrug again.

I mean, surely he knows the answer to that by now. Summer that

is a faded memory, and Eerie-on-Sea hasn’t pretended to be a 

normal seaside town for so long that I wonder if  it still can 

when the tourists return. Winter is lingering, and a storm 

mightier than any I have ever seen has engulfed the bay, turn-

ing the sea into a raging animal and blowing winds that would 

strip the enamel from your teeth. Only weirdos and crackpots 

would travel all the way to Eerie-on-Sea at this time of  year. 

And where else are those weirdos and crackpots going to stay 

but the Grand Nautilus Hotel?

“Er, did you speak to him, sir?” I say, daring a question of  my you

own. “His voice was a bit . . . you know. Did you think his voice 

was a bit . . . you know?”
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“Don’t be impertinent!” snaps Mr. Mollusc, suddenly remem-

bering himself. “You have a new piece of  lost property to take care 

of, boy. No doubt of  great value. Kindly get on with your job.”

And with that he turns on his heel and strides away.

Across the lobby, Amber Griss — the hotel receptionist —

gives me a smile that seems to say, “Oh, don’t mind him, Herbie. 

You know what he’s like.” But her raised eyebrow adds, “Just 

don’t let him see you making that face!” So I grin an “Oops! 

You’re right!” grin back and lift down the heavy old ledger 

instead.

This ledger is where I, and all the Lost-and-Founders 

before me, record everything that is handed in at the Lost-and-

Foundery, as well as everything that is successfully returned. 

It’s enormous. I heave it open and ip to the next blank space. I 

write the time and date and then the words PECULIAR SHELL. I�m 

not quite sure what else to write, to be honest.

Some of  the hotel�s clocks, the faster ones, start chiming for 

seven p.m. It’s been a long day, so I just write, INVESTIGATION 

BEGUN AT 7-ISH next to PECULIAR SHELL. Then I close the led-

ger with a thud, ip the sign on my desk to CLOSED, and carry 

the strange shell down to my cellar.

The cellar is the real heart of  the Lost-and-Foundery: a 

whole wing of  the hotel’s basement that generations of  Lost-

and-Founders have called home and that has long since become 
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a glittering cavern of  curiosities. Someone once described it as 

“Aladdin’s cave,” but it’s not.

It�s mine.

I shove a log into my little stove, hang my cap on a curly 

bronze whatsit, and op down into my enormous armchair. The 

gale whistles through the chimney, and the walls quake with an 

almighty thunderclap, but the storm can’t reach me down here. I 

grab my largest magnifying glass — itself  a lost item — and use 

it to turn my eye enormous as I peer closely at the curious shell. 

And in particular at the small brass-lined hole.

“Something interesting?” comes a voice, and for the second 

time the shell nearly ies out of  my hand in surprise.

“Can people please stop doing that?” I shout as the shadows 

move and Violet Parma steps into the relight to sit beside me. 

She�s holding a large white cat.

“Doing what?” she asks.

“Jumping out! I was just thinking how this place is mine-

all-mine, and then you pop up from behind the lost pajamas and 

spoil it.”

“You did say I could come around whenever I wanted,” says 

Violet with a slight lift of  her chin. �And there was a time when 

you invited me to live down here, remember?”

And both those things are true, even if  the second one turned 

out a bit differently in the end.
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But wait, you’re probably wondering who Violet Parma is. 

Unless you’ve been to Eerie-on-Sea before, that is, and have heard 

all the stories about her. And if  that�s the case, then let me tell that�s

you that those stories are also true. I know because I was there 

for most of  them. But whatever you’ve heard, and whatever I 

say, and whatever you think of  this wild-haired, brown-eyed girl 

with a cat, all that really matters right now is that Violet is my 

best friend here in Eerie, and she knows how to open my cellar 

window.

“Besides,” says Violet, “the storm is worse than ever. Poor 

Erwin here got lifted right off  his paws and was nearly swept 

out to sea! I didn’t think you’d mind us hiding out down here for 

a while.” And she puts Erwin — that’s the cat, by the way — in 

his favorite box of  lost scarves, the one I keep near the wood 

burner.

“You’ve got something new,” Violet adds, staring eagerly at 

the iridescent shell in my hands.

“There’s a hole in the side.” I ip the shell around. “I was just 

going to look in it, to see — ”

“Great idea!” Violet takes the shell and the magnifying glass 

from me, and now she’s the one with the giant eye, peering into 

the hole in the shell.

�There is something in there, too.”is
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“What sort of  something?” I ask, deciding not to protest.

“In the bottom of  the hole.” Violet’s eye looks bigger than 

ever as she leans into the magnifying lens. “There’s a piece of  

metal, like a little pin with squared-off  sides. Like the kind of  

thing you see when you look into the winder hole of  an old-

fashioned clock.”

“Like the kind of  thing that’s turned with a key?”

“Exactly,” says Violet. “You have some of  those keys, don’t 

you? Herbie, I think there’s clockwork in this shell!”

I open the large toolbox beside my repair desk, heave out a 

big jar, and carefully tip its contents into the pool of  light from 

my lamp. From the jar spills keys of  every kind. It takes a bit 

of  poking about, but eventually I nd a brass winder key that 

neatly ts the hole in the shell.

“Well?” says Violet when I don’t turn the key. “What are you 

waiting for?”

“Maybe we shouldn’t,” I reply. My mind goes back to the 

creepy man who left this shell, with his disturbing voice and 

drooping hood. �I�m supposed to keep things safe, Vi, not mess 

around with them. Maybe it wouldn’t be right to wind this 

thing up.”

“Are you serious?” Violet blinks at me. “How can you not be 

curious to see what it does?”
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“I am curious, but . . .”

I glance over toward Erwin and see that the cat, while in 

every other way appearing to be fast asleep, has one ice-blue eye 

wide open and is staring at us intently. It looks as though Erwin 

is on Violet�s side, as usual.

“I just wonder if  . . .”

“Oh, give it to me.” Violet takes the shell again.

She turns the key.
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brass arm reaches down from the trumpet end and elevates the 

shell. Then music starts � a tinkling tune that dances in the air 

as the shell begins to rotate on the brass arm, sending points of  

reected lamplight ickering across the arched ceiling of  my cellar.

“It’s beautiful!” gasps Violet. “And the tune seems familiar . . .”

“It should,” I say. “It’s a sea shanty.”

“A what?”

“A sea shanty. You know, one of  the songs the shermen 

sing. You must have heard them when they’re hauling their 

shing boats up the beach, or doing shy things on the harbor 

wall. They’re always singing.”

“It sounds different like this, though,” says Violet. “Prettier. 

More magical.”

The music ends, and the shell stops spinning. It sinks back 

down onto the table.

“So, it’s a music box,” I say, thinking I should add this fact to the 

ledger. “That might make it easier to nd its rightful owner . . .”

The shell stands up again.

And I mean REALLY stands up this time, on four little brass 

legs — each like the leg of  a crab — which pop out from inside 

of  it with a metallic CLACK! Violet and I, who had been leaning ACK!

in close to hear the music, start back in surprise. Even Erwin 

sits up in his box of  scarves and gives a hiss of  alarm. The shell 

pivots my way, as if  looking at me, though there’s no eye that 
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I can see. Then it pivots toward Violet. A fth brass appendage 

emerges, this time with a tiny pair of  scissors attached to the 

end like a crab claw. The arm waves between us, the little scis-

sors snip, snip, snip-ing in a way I can only describe as menacing.

“Pass me that bucket,” I say to Vi as quietly as I can.

“Why?” comes her reply. “Do you feel sick?”

“No,” I mumble. “The third rule of  lost-and-foundering. I 

was forgetting it. Pass me the bucket. Quick!”

Violet reaches over and picks up an old wooden bucket lled 

with coat hangers. I snatch it from her, tip the coat hangers on 

the oor, and dive toward the shell.

Too late! The thing must sense me somehow, or maybe it’s 

just bad timing, because the shell leaps from the table just as I 

bring the bucket down, and it scuttles away across the oor. I 

dive after it, miss again, and have to watch helplessly as the little 

clockwork hermit crab — because that’s exactly what it looks 

like to me — runs up the side of  my lost-books bookcase and 

skitters away along the top. In desperation, I throw the bucket 

at the shell, knocking it to the ground.

Violet darts forward holding an old wool sweater and dives for 

the shell. She wrestles with it in the sweater for a moment, and I 

can hear metallic clacking and whirring sounds as the mechanical 

hermit crab tries to untangle itself. Then the sweater goes still.

“Got it!” she says.
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“Do you think it’s all wound down now?”

Violet shrugs.

“It’s stopped struggling, at least.”

“Maybe.” I take the sweater from her, careful not to let 

our little clockwork prisoner escape. “But I’m not taking any 

chances. If  someone comes to claim this windup shell, I don�t 

want to have to admit that it’s run away and is living wild and 

free somewhere in my Lost-and-Foundery. Besides, I didn’t like 

the look of  those scissors.”

I scrunch the sweater — shell and all — into the bucket, place 

the bucket on the oor upside down, and then put a couple of  

heavy books on top. If  the mechanical contraption still has some 

wound spring left, that should stop if  from going anywhere.

“What is it, then?” says Violet.

“A clockwork hermit crab.”

“No, I mean the third rule of  lost-and-foundering. What’s that?”

“The third rule,” I say, giving her one of  my most impressive 

looks, �is Unexpect the expected! ”

“Shouldn’t that be the other way around?”

“Ha!” I reply. “That’s just what I unexpected you to say.”

“OK.” Vi rolls her eyes. “Where did you get that shell from, 

anyway?”

“Handed in.” I op back into my chair. “New guest, just 

arrived. He must have found it, um, somewhere.”
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“You don’t know?” says Vi, sitting on the other side of  the 

wood burner. “Didn’t you ask where he found it? Didn’t you ask 

for details? That’s not like you.”

I think about explaining, about telling Vi just how weird 

and sinister the faceless guest was, with his dripping hood and 

creepy voice, but I can’t be bothered. This is mostly because, 

annoyingly, Violet’s right — I should have run after Deep Hood 

to nd out more. How else am I going to return the stupid shell 

to its rightful owner if  I don’t follow up leads when they’re hot? 

I’ll just have to knock on the man’s door in the morning and ask. 

Right now, though, I’d really like to change the subject, so I’m 

pleased when Violet changes it for me.

“Are you hungry?” she says. “It’s been ages since we last 

went to Seegol’s for sh and chips.”

At the mention of  Seegol’s delicious chips, my stomach does 

a little ip of  anticipation. My ears, however, report the sound 

of  raging weather to my brain, so my brain sends a signal to 

my stomach to knock it off. My stomach does another little ip 

anyway.

“I’d love to go,” I say. “But the storm . . .”

“It’s a monster,” Vi admits with a whistle. “Though, it’s also 

exciting to be out in it. I’ve never experienced anything like it. 

And besides, Seegol’s isn’t far.”

Well, that’s true enough, as you’ll know if  you’ve ever seen 



a map of  Eerie-on-Sea. But being out on the deck of  the pier in 

this wind, with lightning forking overhead . . .

“Come on, Herbie!” says Vi, jumping up. “It’ll be like we’re 

on an adventure again.”

“OK.” I stand up and reach for my coat. My relit corner of  

the cellar suddenly looks cozier than ever. “And if  the storm’s 

really bad, we can always bring the chips back here.”

I don’t so much climb out the cellar window as get sucked out. 

The wind seems to be trying to lift me into the air by my cheeks. 

I brace myself  against it, planting my feet, and see Violet braced, 

too, her mass of  dark curls standing out from the side of  her head 



Or rather, it’s trying to: waves like the jaws of  some immense, 

elemental creature chomp at its Victorian ironwork, breaking in 

gouts of  spray that lick the shuddering deck. Garlands of  lights 

suspended on the pier dance crazily in the wind, while the neon 

sign — the one that says EERIE-ON-SEA in zzing, candy-colored 

letters — crackles and blinks more than ever. Above this boils 

the storm in a vault of  bruise-colored clouds, lit with electrical 

ashes of  its own.

Only the lights of  Seegol’s Diner — the sh and chip shop at 

the heart of  the pier � shine solid and reassuring.

I look at Vi, and her eyes are bright with excitement. She 

starts down the steps to the pier, clutching the seawall, then 
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Incredibly, the storm holds her in the air, even lifting her 

slightly. Violet Parma is ying!

Then gravity notices and drags her back down. Violet lands 

smartly on the deck of  the pier, closes her coat against the buf-

feting of  the storm, and beckons me to do the same.

I spread my coat open and look up into the lightning sky.

For a moment, I feel like Batman.

Then I see something.

A shape — a colossal, heaving shadow, vaster than imagin-

ing — coils through the storm clouds above Eerie-on-Sea.

“!” I cry, all thoughts of  being Batman swept away.

The wind, as if  seeing me miss my chance to y, punches me 

back against the seawall, pinning me there like a curious speci-

men, hammering my face with spray. It takes a great effort to 

peel myself  off  the wall and get my coat closed. I stumble down 

the steps to join Violet. She’s trying not to laugh.

I squint up into the sky and rub my eyes. There’s nothing 

there now but ickering cloud and tumbling storm. Surely that 

was all there ever was.

Violet grabs my arm and pulls me along the trembling pier 

toward Seegol’s Diner.
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We sit at a table and breathe in the comforting aroma of  

freshly fried chips as Seegol makes his way over.

“Isn’t it incredible?” he says.

“The weather?” I reply.

“Of  course, the weather!” Seegol cries. “Look at the sea, 

Herbie! Now is supposed to be low tide, but the wind is so strong low

it has blown the sea back up again!”up

As if  to prove this, the whole diner leans one way, then the 

other, making all the salt and pepper shakers dance across the 

tabletops.

“You must have seen storms before,” says Violet, clutching 

her chair. “Living out here on the pier. It’s always been a shaky 

old place.”

Seegol wags his nger.

“Never like this,” he says, and suddenly I notice that behind 

his usual cheery exterior, there is a hint of  real worry. “Days 

it has lasted already, and it just seems to grow stronger! And 

sometimes, when I look up into the clouds, I see . . . I think I 

see . . .”

“What do you see?” I ask.

Seegol looks as if  he’s about to say one thing but decides 

instead to say something else.

“Ah, it is nothing. It’s hard to see anything straight when 

Gargantis wakes.”
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“Gigantic what wakes?” I almost manage not to squeak.what

But Seegol is staring at the streaming windows, lost in 

thought, so Violet answers for him.

�When Gargantis wakes,” she explains. “It’s an old Eerie antis

saying. The shermen use it when there’s really bad weather. 

Gargantis is just a local word meaning ‘storm.’”antis

“How do you know that?” I’m surprised at Violet telling 

me something about Eerie-on-Sea. She’s been here only a few me

months.

“I read it in a book,” she replies, looking pleased with herself.

�Gargantis sleeps, Eerie keeps,� says Seegol then, as if  he’s eeps,�

quoting something. �Gargantis wakes, Eerie quakes . . .uakes �

�and all falls into the sea,� Violet nishes.e sea,�

Mr. Seegol forces a grin. “Ah, but you have come for chips, 

not old sayings and superstitions.”

“Chips!” I cry, eager to get on to more important business. 

“Yes, please! Will this do, Mr. Seegol?”

And I pull a silver napkin ring from my pocket and roll it 

across the table. Mr. Seegol scoops up the ring and turns it 

around in the light.

“Victorian,” I explain, nodding at the object in Seegol’s hand. 

“Nice curly-wurlies on it. Only a bit dented. It was handed in at 

the Lost-and-Foundery a hundred years ago, so I signed it out 

for good just this morning. No one will be coming to collect it 
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now, so it’s mine, according to the rules. Good enough for chips, 

Mr. Seegol? And maybe some of  those crispy scampi sticks?”

Seegol rubs the napkin ring with his sleeve, making it gleam, 

and looks satised.

“You should let me pay one of  these days,” Vi says to me. 

“Now that I have a job of  my own.”

“Job?” Mr. Seegol looks at Violet in surprise. “You have a job?”

“Violet lives at the book dispensary now,” I explain, referring 

to Eerie-on-Sea’s peculiar bookshop. “She’s Jenny Hanniver’s 

assistant, helping people consult the marvelous mechanical mer-

monkey. Helping it choose books for them, I mean.”

“The mermonkey!” A faraway “remembering” sort of  expres-

sion spreads over Seegol’s face. “I haven’t seen the mermonkey 

for so long.”

“Then you should visit us sometime,” says Violet, “and see 

what the mermonkey chooses for you.”

“Ah, perhaps, perhaps . . .” The restaurant owner smiles a sad 

smile. Then he bows slightly and heads back to his kitchen to 

put potato wedges in the fryer.

“He won’t ever come to the book dispensary, will he?” Violet 

whispers to me, watching him go.

I don’t answer. Everyone knows that Mr. Seegol never strays 

far from the pier.
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“You should, though, Herbie,” Violet says then. “When was 

your last time?”your

“Me?” I reply. “But I visit you and Erwin in the bookshop all 

the time.”

“I don’t mean visit. I mean to consult the mermonkey. When 

was the last time you asked it to choose a book for you, Herbert 

Lemon?”

My mouth falls open. It’s a second or two before I remember 

to close it.

“Herbie?”

“I . . . I’ve already had a book from it,” I say eventually. “Once. 

When I rst arrived in Eerie-on-Sea. I don’t need another one, 

thanks.”

“But that was years ago!” Violet looks amazed. “Are you say-

ing you haven’t thrown a coin in the mermonkey’s hat since?”

I fold my arms and say nothing. The thing about the mer-

monkey is that it never gives you the book you want — oh, no, 

that would be too easy. And it won’t choose the book you were 

expecting, either. No, it will be the book you need, or so Jenny 

Hanniver says. And that, you see, is my problem.

“What was it?” says Vi, as if  reading my mind. “Come on, 

Herbie! It’s obvious you didn’t like the mermonkey’s choice. So, 

what was the book?”
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“I thought it was supposed to be private,” I say at last. “The 

book you get.”

“Well, not always. It depends. We’ve been getting a lot of  

shermen in lately, since the storm blew up. Some of  them 

haven’t visited the mermonkey for years, so I help them.”

“The shermen?” I reply, happy to change the subject. “Since 

when do they bother with books?”

“Hey, everyone bothers with books.” Violet gives me a stern 

look. “They just need to nd the right one, that’s all. Besides, 

the shermen of  Eerie have plenty of  time on their hands right 

now. They can’t go out to sea in this storm: the wind tears their 

sails to shreds, and the one motorboat that tried got its engine 

exploded by lightning. The shermen are grounded.”

“They’ll be at the pub, more likely.” I grin. “There won’t be 

much reading done in there.”

“It’s not funny, Herbie,” Violet replies. “One sherman has 

drowned already. And now the townsfolk are starting to get 

scared, what with the stormquakes and everything.”

“Stormquakes?”

“Come on!” Violet cries. “Surely you’ve noticed. Even down 

in that cellar of  yours. The storm is so erce it makes the ground 

shake. Cracks have started to appear in Eerie Rock itself.”

“But how can a storm do that?”
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“Maybe you’ll nd the answer to that in a book.” Violet smiles 

sweetly. “Like I said, you just need the right book, that’s all.”right

And she raises one eyebrow at me.

“I’m not telling you, Violet!” I snap. “I got a bad book from 

the mermonkey. That’s all. It must happen sometimes, and it 

happened to me. So I’ll leave your mermonkey to the shermen 

and the tourists, thanks very much. And that’s the end of  it.”

“Herbie!”

But I won’t be Herbied, not this time. I’m not sure even 

Jenny knows the title of  the awful book I was dispensed when I 

rst came to Eerie-on-Sea, and that’s how it should stay.

It�s a relief  when our chips arrive.
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“Wool?”

“Yes, look.” Vi holds her hand out to show me. “And this 

looks like white fur . . .”

Her voice trails off  as we stare at each other. Then we both 

swing around to look at the box of  lost scarves by the re.

“Erwin!”

The cat isn�t there.

Violet runs to the box and rummages around the scarves, 

even though there’s no way a big old cat like Erwin could be hid-

ing in there. He’s gone.

“But he can’t be,” says Violet.

“Of  course he can,” I reply. “He could have crept up into the 

hotel, or maybe he’s hiding somewhere else in the cellar.”

“What could have happened? How did all this splintered 

wood and shredded wool get here?”

“Cats sometimes have crazy moments,” I say. Although even 

as I say it, I know this isn’t the answer. Erwin’s not that kind of  

cat. I stoop and pick up another clump of  white fur and peer at 

it through the magnifying glass.

“Oh, no . . .”

“What?” says Violet.

“This fur? The ends of  it are clean. As if  it were snipped 

off  . . .”

�Snipped?�
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Slowly we turn again, this time to look at the overturned 

bucket, the one we used to trap the strange clockwork hermit 

crab. It’s where we left it, the heavy books still piled on top. 

But when we look around the back, we immediately see where 

all the splinters have come from. In the side of  the bucket is 

a ragged hole, as if  something small and determined has cut, 

drilled, and sawed its way out. There’s a mass of  shredded wool 

there, too � the remains of  the old sweater.

Violet lifts the books and kicks the bucket over, spilling 

woolen scraps everywhere. But there’s no sign of  the little 

clockwork contraption.

“Do you think . . . ?” Violet looks around, holding the heavy 

books as if  she might need to use their squashing powers at any 

moment. “Do you think that, that thing is hiding somewhere in thing

the cellar, too?”

“First,” I say, “we need to check on Erwin. Look over there!”

I point toward the big wooden toolbox I got the winder keys 

out of  earlier. There is more white fur on the oor here than 

anywhere else.

“Did you shut that box?” says Vi. “Herbie, I thought you left 

the toolbox open!”

“I did.”

We hurry over to it, but when Violet reaches for the lid, she 

hesitates.
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“What if  when we open it . . . ?” She turns to me. “What if  

poor Erwin is . . . ?”

“What if  he isn’t, though?” I reply.

“Yes, but what if  he is?” Violet wrings her hands. “If  we 

don’t look, then at least he might not be.”

“Yeah, but right now he IS and ISN’T at the same time, and 

that’s no good for a cat. Open the box, Vi!”

And that’s when we hear a very loud and very impatient 

“MEOW” from under the toolbox lid — the kind of  meow that 

sounds more like an annoyed human saying it than a cat meow-

ing it.

Violet ings the box open.

Erwin is sitting there, among the screwdrivers and pliers 

and oily rags, looking very uncomfortable and out of  place. His 

deep coat of  fur is missing tufts a

to give him a haircut while he was run-

ning away. On one side of  his nose his 

whiskers have been snipped short. 

His ears lie at, and his eyes are 

full of  thunderous indignation.

“Erwin!” Violet cries as she 

scoops him up.

They say cats can’t smile, but 

as I watch Erwin being fussed over 
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by Violet, his expression of  outrage evaporates, his eyes close 

with happiness, and he starts to rumble an enormous purr of  

relief  and contentment.

“Oh, Erwin,” Vi murmurs into his fur. “If  only you could talk 

you could tell us what happened . . .” Then she looks out at me 

and grins, because . . . well, because with Erwin things can get 

quite surprising. But one look at the cat, furiously rubbing his 

head on Vi�s chin, tells me that he�s not in the mood for a chat 

right now.

“It’s pretty obvious what happened anyway,” says Violet. 

“Erwin was attacked by that clockwork shell. But could it really 

have cut through the bucket using only that tiny scissors claw?”

“Who’s to say it has only that claw?” I reply. “There could be 

anything in that shell. It could be a walking Swiss Army knife 

for all we know.”

“I suppose you’re going to say I told you so.” Violet avoids 

my eye.

“No need. You’ve said it for me. But really, Vi, just because 

something can be wound up, or a button can can be pressed, or a lever can

can be pulled, that doesn’t mean it can should.”houldhould

“No wonder you never had any adventures till I came to 

town,” Vi declares, opping with Erwin into my armchair. “With 

ideas like that!”
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“I had adventures!” I reply. “Some really quite big ones, actu-

ally. And Erwin never got shaved in any of  them. After all, the 

thirteenth rule of  lost-and-foundering clearly states . . .”

“Wait!” says Vi. “What’s that?”

“Don’t interrupt and I’ll tell you.”

“No, I mean that sound.” Vi waves me quiet. “Can you hear 

it? Listen!”

So I do. And I can.

Above the constant rumble of  the gale outside, and the boom 

and crack of  thunder, we can hear the murmur of  voices raised 

in alarm. Voices up in the hotel lobby. And somewhere in it all, 

Mr. Mollusc’s peevish tones carry down to my cellar with the 

words “But . . . but . . . you can’t bring that in here!”that

“Something’s happening,” I say, and Violet raises her eyebrow.

“Yes. It is.” She stands up and puts Erwin in the chair. “And 

what do we do when something happens?”

“Well, we take a look, but . . .”

“Then what are we waiting for?”

And so together we creep up the stairs to investigate.
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“This ‘frightful object,’ as you call it,” says a voice I know 

well, “isn’t an object at all but a person. A person in need of  

urgent medical attention.”

That’s Dr. Thalassi speaking — the town’s medical doctor. 

He’s also the curator at the Eerie Museum and a distinguished 

member of  the local community. Not that you’d guess that by 

looking at him now as he enters the hotel: his hair, usually so 

neat, has been storm blasted in all directions, and his charac-

teristic bow tie is wonky. The spectacles perched on his Roman 

nose are streaming with water, and there�s a strand of  seaweed 

over one bushy eyebrow.

“Bring her over here, into the light,” he directs, and the 

shermen heave their burden to the center of  the lobby. “Mr. 

Mollusc, kindly make yourself  useful and send to the kitchen for 

a large serrated knife.”

And who is this person in urgent need of  medical attention? 

Who is so hopelessly tangled in the old shing net?

Well, at rst I think it’s another sherman, mostly because 

of  the rubber boots and waxed coat the gure wears. Also, the 

shing net is surely a clue. But “her”? Almost all the shermen 

in Eerie are, well, shermen. I rise up behind the desk slightly, to 

get a better look, and Violet does the same.

A kitchen boy, summoned by a snap of  Mr. Mollusc’s 

ngers, hurries into the lobby with a big knife in a block of  
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wood. The doctor takes it and begins carefully sawing through 

the net. There’s a moment of  hush as he works. Mr. Mollusc, 

surrounded by a knot of  hotel staff, stands to one side, while the 

group of  grizzled shermen loiter on the other, dripping, and 

looking completely out of  place in the lobby. Then the last rope 

is cut, and someone wearing many layers of  coats, scarves, and 

wool sweaters rolls out onto the oor. On her head are at least 

three hats, tied on with a piece of  string.

“Mrs. Fossil!” Violet gasps.

And it’s true. Eerie-on-Sea’s one and only professional beach-

comber is now lying in a pool of  seawater and chopped rope on 

the hotel’s marble oor.

“Wendy?” says Dr. Thalassi, crouching beside her and feel-

ing for a pulse in her neck. “Wendy Fossil, can you hear me?”

Mrs. Fossil twitches, then coughs up a quantity of  water 

and a few pieces of  kelp. She nods in response to the doctor�s 

repeated question, and a small smile spreads over her face.

“What does she have?” Violet whispers to me. “She seems to 

be holding something.”

Sure enough, Mrs. Fossil’s arms are wrapped around a large 

object — an object that is itself  wrapped in her tatty old waxed 

coat.

“Your patient lives, Doctor,” says Mr. Mollusc with a sniff. 

“All’s well that ends well. Now, if  you would kindly take this 
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scruffy person home, I can get back to running a respectable 

hotel.”

“Mrs. Fossil, I need to examine you,” says the doc, ignoring 

old Mollusc completely. “You nearly drowned. Please let go of  

that thing in your coat. What were you doing down on the beach 

in this storm anyway?”

“It’s low tide,” murmurs Mrs. Fossil, weak and soggy 

from her ordeal. “Low tide after a storm . . . best time for 

beachcombing . . .”

“But it’s not after the storm, is it?” says the doctor, sitting  after

her up. “The storm is worse than ever. You shouldn’t have been 

anywhere near the sea in this weather.”

“Aye.” The shermen nod in agreement as another crash of  

thunder makes the windows rattle.

“But, Doc,” Mrs. Fossil says. “If  I hadn’t been near the sea . . . 

if  I hadn’t been down on the beach . . . I wouldn’t have found . . . 

have found . . .”

“Found what?” Mr. Mollusc demands, interested despite 

himself.

“. . . I wouldn’t have found . . .” Mrs. Fossil’s voice is no more 

than a whisper now, “. . . the greatest beachcombing treasure of  

my whole life.”

And with that she faints away. As she does, her arms fall to 

her side, her coat slips open, and something astonishing rolls out 
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and comes to rest in the mass of  cut-up net and seaweed on the 

hotel lobby oor.

It’s a sh.

But not a living creature. This is a sh made from aqua-

green glass — frosted over with age and the sea, but still 

recognizable from its ne workmanship as a very large, and 

very ancient-looking, sh-shaped bottle. It’s about two Erwins 

long, and three-quarters of  an Erwin wide at its fattest, give or 

take a whisker. Its mouth, a perfect circle, is stoppered up by a 

solid-looking seaweedy mass. And as we stare, the bottle does 

something amazing.

It trembles.

All on its own it trembles, and there’s a brief  icker of  light 

from somewhere inside it.

“Fascinating!” says Dr. Thalassi. “How extraordinary.”

Predictably, it’s Mr. Mollusc who gets over the strange sight 

rst.

“Humph. I don’t see why. It’s just a piece of  old junk.”

“Old junk!” Now it’s the doctor’s turn to be outraged. “Can’t 

you see from the design how extremely old this bottle is? I 

wouldn’t be surprised if  it’s a thousand years old. And besides, 

look!”

The doc points, but we’re all looking at the bottle anyway, 

which is quivering and ickering with light again.
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“Oh, that’s . . . that’s nothing,” says Mr. Mollusc, though he 

doesn’t sound too sure. “It’s just shaking with the storm. The 

whole hotel is shaking with the storm.”

“It’s like there’s something inside,” says one of  the shermen 

in wonder.

“Aye,” says another. “Something inside, trying to get out.”

“In that case, it denitely needs to be removed from the 

hotel.” Mr. Mollusc declares, noting with irritation that several 

more shermen have drifted into the lobby to see what’s going 

on. “Before some horrible, slimy glow-in-the-dark sea slug comes 

out and makes even more mess. We have our guests to think of.”

“For once, I agree,” says the doc. “It can’t stay here. I will 

have it brought to the museum immediately.”

Mrs. Fossil sits up.

“No,” she splutters.

“Oh, forgive me,” says Dr. Thalassi. “I was forgetting my 

patient. Bringing this amazing nd to the museum can wait till . . .”

“No!” Mrs. F splutters again. “I won’t let you take it, Doctor. 

I won�t! I found it. It belongs to me, fair and square. I won’t let I

you bully me into handing it over, no matter how ‘extraordinary’ 

or ‘historical’ you tell me it is. I’m keeping it, and that’s that.”

“But . . .” It’s the doctor’s turn to splutter. “But, my dear 

Wendy, surely you can see that this is no ordinary beachcombing 

knickknack . . .”
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“Knickknack!” Mrs. Fossil draws herself  up straight and 

pulls the soggy hats from her head. “That’s just like you to call 

my treasures ‘knickknacks.’ My Flotsamporium is just as good 

as your fancy museum, and all the things I nd have stories all

behind them, even the littlest sea glass pebble or tide-rolled run-

cible spoon.”

“But . . .”

“But nothing!” Mrs. Fossil gets to her feet, her rubber boots 

squeaking on the polished oor. “I’ve been collecting messages 

in bottles on Eerie Beach since I was knee-high to a penguin, 

and I’m not about to let you snafe such a ne and dandy one as 

this.”

“This is not a message in a bottle,” says the doc, standing 

himself  and looming over the beachcomber. “If  anything, this is 

a message on a bottle.”on

“What do you mean?”

“I mean, take a look at the side.” He bends down and taps the 

glass bottle with his nger. “Can you see that? Have you any idea 

what that is?”

Everyone leans in to get a close look, though Vi and I have 

no chance of  seeing it from this distance.

“It looks like . . . writing?” Mrs. Fossil blinks. “Funny writ-

ing, on the side of  the bottle.”

“Funny writing!” Dr. Thalassi scoffs. “This is an inscription 
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in Eerie Script. It is nothing less than the secret letters of  the 

ancient sherfolk of  Eerie.”

At these words, the shermen gathered there visibly react 

and exchange expressions of  surprise.

As if  choosing this very moment, there is an almighty 

thunderclap over the hotel, and the ground beneath us trem-

bles. Flakes of  brick and plaster fall from the lobby ceiling, and 

one of  the grand arched windows cracks from side to side.

“Gargantis wakes!” cries a sherman.

“Eerie quakes!” cries another.

“Gargantis indeed!” Dr. Thalassi turns his stern gaze on 

the shermen, brushing plaster from his shoulder. “The storm 

might be bad, but there’s no need for superstitious nonsense.”

“That’s easy for you to say, Doctor,” growls a wiry old 

sherman, stepping out from the rest. “But this is a Dismal busi-

ness. You said so yourself.”

“Eerie Script?” Mrs. Fossil looks confused. “I’ve never heard 

of  such a thing.”

“Then by your own admission, the bottle cannot belong to 

you,” says the wiry sherman. “Eerie Script is the secret writing 

of  Saint Dismal himself, the First Fisherman of  Eerie-on-Sea. 

And so, by ancient law, this sh-shaped bottle belongs to us.”





and Vi — tall and gangly 

and wearing oil-stained 

overalls that are too short 

in the leg. He’s pale and freckled, 

with a op of  red hair over one eye. His 

eyes go wide when he sees the bottle, 

and he starts to speak, but his voice is 

drowned out by the older men.

So he does something unexpected.

He snatches the bottle up and holds 

it over his head.

“If  this sh bottle should go 

to anyone,” declares the boy in a 

cracked teenage voice, �it sho

go to my uncle Squint! He’s . . . he 

was . . .”

The boy falters as all eyes in 

the lobby swivel to look at him. His 

cheeks are with embarrassment, as 

if  they are trying to compete with his 

hair, and his arms begin to tremble.

“Careful!” Dr. Thalassi and 

Mrs. Fossil cry together.
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The boy lowers the bottle back to the oor, and everyone 

breathes out in relief.

“Your uncle?” says the wiry old sherman. “Old Squint 

Westerley?”

“Of  course, my uncle,” the boy replies. “He knows more 

about Eerie Script than anyone.”

Dr. Thalassi looks offended at this, while the shermen 

dget and grumble to one another. When the wiry sherman 

speaks again, his voice has an edge of  threat in it.

“I’m not one to speak ill of  the dead,” he says, “and every-

one already knows that Squint Westerley liked to poke his nose 

where no nose should be poked. But he’s paid the ultimate price 

for his curiosity, boy, and left you all done. You cannot claim the 

bottle for him now.”

“But this bottle might give us answers!” the boy blurts out. 

“It might help us uncover the truth about Saint Dismal, and . . .”

“Truth?” The wiry sherman looks aghast. “We don’t need 

any ‘truth’ about Saint Dismal, bless his beard. We already have 

his laws. And those laws have served us well for centuries.”

“But . . . !”

“Enough!” the wiry sherman bellows. “You cannot claim 

this bottle for a dead man, Blaze Westerley, no matter how much 

you miss him. And maybe if  Squint had stuck to shing instead 
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of  exploring and inventing and looking for answers to questions 

that don�t need answering, he wouldn�t have gotten himself  

drowned. No, this bottle is nothing but a bad omen, and if  I had 

my way I’d throw it back in the sea.”

“You will do no such thing!” cries Mrs. Fossil. “I found it, and it 

will have pride of  place in the window of  my Flotsamporium — ”

“As a precious historical artifact,” Dr. Thalassi interrupts, 

“this bottle belongs in my museum . . .”seum

And with that, the argument seems set to erupt again.

But just then there’s a loud, familiar TING! that reverber-ING!

ates around the lobby. Everyone turns to look in the direction 

of  the beautiful old hotel elevator. The elevator door slides open 

with a CLACK! and golden light spills out. Silence falls, broken ACK!

only by the rumble of  the storm outside.

Then something emerges from the elevator.

It’s an ancient-looking electric wheelchair made of  bronze 

and wicker. Sitting in it is an even more ancient-looking lady in a 

silken turban, tucked under a blanket embroidered with the crest 

of  the hotel. Her face is wizened like that of  an old tortoise, her 

mouth is surrounded by frothy white foam, and on her lap is a 

steel bowl with water sloshing in it. With one hand she guides 

the wheelchair forward with the use of  a control box, and with 

the other she holds aloft a foamy electric toothbrush as if  it’s a 

sword she’s just pulled from a stone.
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“I was brushing my tooth,” the lady says in a creaky old voice, 

“when I heard the commotion. Mr. Mollusc, kindly explain to 

me what is happening in my hotel.”

“Lady Kraken!” I whisper, clutching my cap.

�That�s Lady Kraken?” Vi whispers back. “I’m not sure I’ve hat�s

ever actually seen her.”

And that’s not surprising. Lady Kraken, the owner of  the 

Grand Nautilus Hotel, lives in a vast suite of  rooms on the top 

oor. She hardly ever leaves those rooms, and very few people in 

the town will have clapped eyes on her at all. Even I have seen her 

only a handful of  times, and that was enough to last me forever.

“Your Ladyship!” cries Mr. Mollusc, raising his hands in a 

motion that seems to say “Don’t blame me!” and “I can explain!”

all at once. “I . . . I was just dealing with a little disagreement . . . 

an indelicate unpleasantness . . . a regrettable misunderstanding 

of  a most peculiar kind . . . a . . .”

“Stop wittering, man, and spit it out,” snaps Lady Kraken. 

She looks around at the group of  wild-haired shermen, at Mrs. 

Fossil in her many soggy layers, at the doc with his skew-whiff  

bow tie, and at the hotel staff  cowering behind Mr. Mollusc. “Is 

it a revolution?”

“It is more in the nature of  a beachcombing dispute.” 

Mr. Mollusc clasps his hands together. “An item of  alleged 

signicance has come to light . . .”
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“Has been found !” declares Mrs. Fossil. “By me.”

“. . . been found,” Mollusc continues. “An item that the doctor 

thinks is of  some value . . .”

�Historic value, that is, Lady Kraken.” The doctor gives a storic

respectful nod in the old lady’s direction.

“Historic value, indeed.” Mr. Mollusc grins desperately at 

Dr. Thalassi. “But the shermen seem to feel strongly that the 

item is theirs by right . . .”

“And so it is!” declares the wiry old sherman. “It is a Dismal 

business.”

As if  conjured by these words, the storm spews lightning 

and thunder once more, making the hotel shake to its founda-

tions. Everyone looks skyward in alarm, while Mr. Mollusc 

cowers before his employer.

“But I assure you, Your Ladyship, I have it all under 

control . . .”

Lady Kraken propels her electric wheelchair past the hapless 

hotel manager as if  he isn�t there, and she comes to a whirring 

halt beside the strange sh-shaped bottle.

“And this is it, is it?” she says. “The cause of  all the hullabaloo?”

She unhooks an antique back-scratcher from the side of  her 

chair and gives the bottle a good sharp tap. The bottle shudders, 

and the eerie light ickers inside it once again.

“It is,” says the red-haired boy. He approaches the old lady 
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respectfully, clutching a skipper’s cap in his hands. “My uncle 

would have known what to do with it.”

“And where is this knowledgeable uncle now?”

“Lost,” the boy says. “At sea . . .”

Lady Kraken squints at him.

“And you think this bottle might be a clue to nding him 

again?”

The boy says nothing. But you can tell from his face that he 

does.

“And what is your name, young man?” Lady K asks.

“Blaze.” The boy stares at the oor. “Blaze Westerley.”

“Well, Mr. Westerley, I have heard enough claims for now.” 

The lady twirls her toothbrush. “Maybe I should just claim this 

shy old bottle for myself. After all, it is in my hotel lobby.”my

There’s a rumble of  discontent at this, but no one — not even 

the shermen — seem brave enough to argue with the venerable 

owner of  the Grand Nautilus Hotel.

“But, of  course, I won’t,” Lady Kraken continues, giving the 

bottle another tap. “I already know it doesn’t belong to me. Deep 

down, everyone always knows whether or not something really 

belongs to them.”

And she sweeps a wizened eye over everyone in the room.

“What we need right now,” she continues, “is someone wise 

and true to decide on the rightful owner of  this curious bottle.”
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“Couldn’t you do that, Your Ladyship?” Mr. Mollusc bows 

with an ingratiating smile. “I’m sure you could.”

“No, I don’t have time for all this.” The lady waves the sug-

gestion away. “Besides, I already have someone to handle such 

matters for me.”

“You do?” says Dr. Thalassi.

“Naturally,” says Lady Kraken. “And he’s been here all along, 

listening in on everything from his hiding place over there. Isn’t 

that right, Herbert Lemon?”

And I freeze where I am, peering over the desk of  my Lost-

and-Foundery, as everyone in the lobby turns to look at me.
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surprise, “this bottle is ancient, Lady Kraken. Its origins are lost 

in the mists of  time. How can Herbie return such an artifact to 

its rightful owner? How can there even be a rightful owner, after be

all this time?”

“That is precisely why I should get it,” says Mrs. Fossil. I

“Whatever happened to nders keepers?”

The shermen begin to grumble.

“Enough!” Lady Kraken cries. “I have every faith in my Lost-

and-Founder to discover the best solution to this problem. He 

is, after all, an expert. Come, Mr. Lemon, come closer.” And she 

beckons me with a crooked hand.

I approach my employer and stand beside her wheelchair. 

She motions for me to lean in, her wrinkled head bobbing toward 

mine.

“Juicy conundrum, this, isn’t it?” she says in a low voice only 

I can catch. “Think you’re up to it?”

“Um . . .” I begin to say.

“Of  course you are!” she cries, slapping me on the back. It 

feels like being hit with a sock full of  dry twigs. “You don’t want 

to be a dunderbrain all your life, do you, boy?”

“Well . . .” I venture, but the lady silences me with a crooked 

nger.

“Just remember our deal,” she whispers.

“Deal?”
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“Yes, the deal! You said you would be my eyes and ears in the 

hotel, remember? You said you’d report any funny business to 

me. Well, something tells me funny business is afoot right now. 

I feel it, boy — feel it in my waters.”

“Your waters?” I squeak, trying not to visualize this. “Right. 

Got it, Your Ladyness.”

“Good lad!” Lady Kraken cackles. Then she speaks up so 

everyone can hear. “That’s all sorted, then. And now, I will retire 

to my bedchamber. I haven’t yet brushed my backside.”

“Your . . . your backside?”

“Yes,” says the lady, swishing the toothbrush in the silver 

bowl before placing it in her mouth, “the backshide of  my toosh. 

Good night!”

And with this she whirs away to the elevator and trundles 

inside, the door sliding shut behind her.

Everyone turns back to look at me.

I try a grin. Well, what else can I do?

There is a rule of  lost-and-foundering — number eigh-

teen, if  you’re wondering — that says, When in doubt, brazen 

it out. I’ve often wondered what it means, but as I stand there 

blinking under the frosty gaze of  all the people in the lobby, I 

suddenly think I know exactly what that rule means. It means 

I can’t stand here blinking any longer. It means I’ve got to do 

something, and fast.
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“I need one of  those,” I say to a member of  the hotel staff  

who is standing nearby with a stack of  freshly folded towels. 

“It’s for important Lost-and-Founder business.”

I drape a towel over the sh-shaped bottle, tuck it all around, 

and lift the whole thing into my arms before anyone can act or 

speak.

It’s as I’m marching back to my cubbyhole, my arms full of  

bottle, that I happen to glance up the main lobby staircase and 

see something I wish I hadn’t: Deep Hood is there, picked out in 

sudden lightning, watching us all.

I hurry down to my cellar as the thunder roars behind me.

“You were amazing!” says Violet.

We’re at the foot of  the stairs to my cellar, and I’m still clutch-

ing the ancient sh bottle wrapped in the white towel. Well, it 

was a white towel. Now it’s already quite green and seawatery was

from the object inside. Up above voices are raised in protest as 

Mr. Mollusc clears the lobby and sends everyone home.

“I don’t feel very amazing,” I say, staggering into the cellar. 

“Help me get this thing safely down on the oor.”

Between us we manage to lay the bottle out, bunching the 

towel around it like a nest. In the warm light of  my Lost-and-

Foundery, the bottle glows aqua-green and strange. I tap it 
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gently with my foot. Immediately it gives a little tremble, and 

the ickering light ashes inside.

“What’s doing that?” says Vi, her face lit up with fascination 

and wonder. �It�s almost as if  there�s something living inside it. 

But there can’t be, can there?”

I shrug.

“It looks rmly stoppered to me,” I say, peering at the bung 

in the end. “I don’t think anything could get either in or out of  

that.”

“What about the ‘funny writing’?” says Violet. “As Mrs. 

Fossil called it. This must be it here.”

And she points to a line of  embossed symbols that run along 

one side of  the bottle:

And then, on the other side:

“Look, there’s more of  it around the rim.”

“Mrs. F’s not wrong,” I reply. “It is funny. I wonder what it is

means.”
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Now it�s Violet�s turn to shrug.

“Looks like some kind of  ancient runes,” she says.

Erwin, who has been watching all this from behind my big 

armchair, cautiously approaches the bottle. He reaches out a 

hesitant paw and touches the glass. The bottle shakes and gives 

another icker.

“Of  course,” says Vi, looking at me with a twinkle in her eye. 

“You know what I’m going to say now.”

I quickly run through all the daring, crazy, unlikely, and infu-

riating things Violet Parma could say right now, but I nd it 

impossible to decide which one she’s referring to.

“I’m going to say”— Vi grins —“that the only way to nd out 

what’s inside this bottle is to open it.”
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on the head. “But if  we’re not going to open the bottle, what are 

we going to do? And how on earth are you supposed to decide 

who gets to keep it?”

I say nothing. After all, Dr. Thalassi is right — how can there 

ever be a rightful owner of  something that looks as though it’s 

been in the sea for centuries? I’m more used to signing things 

this old out of  my Lost-and-Foundery — unclaimed, after a out

hundred years — than signing them in. I already think I should 

probably just give the bottle back to Mrs. Fossil, on the quiet. 

And yet, it does look very old and historical . . .

“I’m going to do what I always do when a lost thing comes 

in,” I say. “Look for clues. And I’d say the funny writing on the 

side of  the bottle is the best clue we have.”

“The Eerie Script,” says Violet. “And what did the shermen 

call it? A dreary business?”

“A Dismal business,” I reply. “They mean it’s got something 

to do with Saint Dismal.”

But I can see from Violet’s face that she needs more of  an 

answer than that.

“Saint Dismal,” I continue, “was the First Fisherman of  

Eerie-on-Sea. At least, according to legend. He is said to have 

saved the town from disaster, so the shermen think he’s a hero. 

And he, uh, he had a very long beard.”

“Is that all you know about him?” says Vi. “How did he save How
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the town, Herbie? What was the disaster? And what about the 

secret writing?”

I shrug. But then a light bulb goes on over my head.

“Wait, I probably can tell you more.”can

I go to my lost-books bookcase and start pulling out card-

board boxes. Eventually I nd the right one and tip it out on the 

rug.

“What are all those?” says Vi.

“Guidebooks,” I explain. “For Eerie-on-Sea. The summer 

tourists buy them but lose them all the time. I hardly ever get to 

return one, but I’m supposed to look after them, just the same.”

I pick up a pamphlet with lots of  pictures and ick through 

it.

“Here,” I say, handing it to Violet. “This is Saint Dismal.”

On the page is a photo of  the church in Eerie. It shows the 

statue of  a wild-eyed old man dressed like a monk, holding a tall, 

crooked stick with a sh dangling on the end. He has an expres-

sion like thunder on his face, and a very long, scraggy beard that 

reaches to his feet.

�Dismal,� Violet reads from the caption. mal,� �Patron Saint of  

Calamitous Weather and First Fisherman of  Eerie-on-Sea.� She Sea.�

taps the photo. “What’s that sun thing over his head?”

Over the saint, where you’d normally expect a halo, the medi-

eval sculptor has carved a ery star, which shoots zigzaggy rays 
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down onto the holy man’s 

bald patch.

“He always has that 

light over him, in all the 

pictures.” I shrug. “It has 

a special name, too, the 

light, but I can’t remem-

ber it.”

Violet reads from 

the booklet, �Once upon a 

time, a thousand years ago, 

a sher boy named Dismal 

sailed too close to Maw 

Rocks and was lost at sea. 

But his life was spared, and 

he returned days later with 

a strange and holy light 

over his head and the great-

est catch of  sh anyone had 

ever seen. The people called 

it a miracle and prepared a 

great feast of  thanksgiving.

�But soon there blew up from the ocean a storm so mighty that it 

threatened to destroy the town. The sky lled with fury, the ground 


